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IFRS ADOPTION AND STOCK PRICE DELAY: THE CASE OF ROMANIA
Andra Maria ACHIM (NASCA)1
Adriana TIRON-TUDOR2
Abstract: The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) are gaining more and more
importance at the global level and determine a series of changes in the national economies. The
intended benefits of the IFRS adoption consists in increasing the comparability and transparency of
the financial reporting, reducing information asymmetry in capital markets, attracting foreign capital
and decreasing the cost of capital. The aim of this research is to assess whether there is any impact of
the IFRS adoption upon the informational efficiency of the Romanian stock market. We quantify the
informational efficiency of the stock market through the stock price delay. Starting from 2012, all the
Romanian listed companies on Bucharest Stock Exchange should report their individual financial
statements using IFRS. We divide the time horizon into two sub-periods: ex-ante (2005-2010) and expost (2011-2014) IFRS adoption. This way we can capture the impact of IFRS adoption on the
behavior of the stock prices. Using econometric models, we test if the IFRS adoption has caused some
changes in the incorporation of the available information into the stock prices. The results show that
the stock price delay is greater in the post-adoption period, as compared to the pre-adoption period.
We conclude that IFRS adoption in Romania had a negative influence on the incorporation of
information into stock prices. The results of our study might be of great interest to the policy standard
setters as these organizations can define and learn from the policies adopted and applied.
Keywords: IFRS adoption, stock price delay, capital market, informational efficiency, financial reporting,
accounting quality.
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Introduction
Common sense tells us that the accounting information is relevant for the valuation of assets
(Brennan, 1991). In other words, it is self-understood that the accounting information is extremely
important for the capital market, thus contributing to the informational efficiency of it. The investors
and the actors of the capital market spend large sums of money in order to obtain accounting
information, which they analyze and help them to make forecasts on the results of the companies
traded on the capital market. These forecasts influence the investment decisions of the participants in
the financial market. At the same time, the accounting results of the companies influence the evolution
of the securities’ prices. With the publication of the financial statements of the companies, a series of
changes in stock prices takes place, depending on the performances obtained by the companies. So, at
first sight, we can state that the accounting data influence the capital market.
International Financial Reporting Standards are a set of high-quality accounting standards used
in order to improve and uniformize the financial reporting. Under IFRS, accounting data is more
easily comparable and harmonized. IFRS are globally used, the number of states that comply with and
adopt IFRS continues to grow every year. Also, the adoption of IFRS impacts various sectors, such as
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financial reporting, foreign investment, capital allocation, accounting policies, economic growth. The
research results at international level show that, in general, the quality of financial information has
increased after IFRS adoption. De George, Xi & Lakshmanan (2016) consider that if we had to sum
up the development of the IFRS literature, most of the early studies paint IFRS as significantly
benefiting adopting firms and countries in terms of improved transparency, lower costs of capital,
improved cross-country investments, better comparability of financial reports and increased following
by foreign analysts. Also, the share prices have become more correlated with the accounting data,
analysts’ forecast accuracy has improved and even the cost of capital has declined. However,
according to Larson & Street (2004), there are a series of institutional factors that affect primarily the
level of compliance with IFRS and prevent the required benefits of IFRS from being validated.
Therefore, we choose to focus on the effects of the IFRS adoption regarding capital market efficiency.
The main objective of our paper consists of the analysis of the IFRS adoption's impact on the
stock prices in Romania. We want to capture the implications of the IFRS adoption concerning the
informational efficiency of the stock market. The scientific research question that arises is: ‘Does
IFRS adoption in Romania influence the informational efficiency of the national stock market?’ This
study contributes to the literature by enhancing the knowledge regarding the effects of the IFRS
adoption in an emergent market. Also, our study contributes to extant research by focusing on the
economic consequences of policy choices in an emergent economy.
The novelty of our research consists in the analysis of the impact of the IFRS’s adoption in an
emergent economy. While the developed economies are intensively analyzed in the literature, as most
of the studies are concentrated upon them, the studies upon emergent countries are in an incipient
phase. That is why, we are motivated to analyze the case of Romania in regard to the IFRS adoption
and its implications on the stock market. The papers upon the developed economies represent a
trustable source of information and a guide in our research. Anyway, their results cannot be
extrapolated for the emergent countries, because the institutional environment is different and
sometimes not prepared for all the IFRS adoption process. Consequently, the results of the IFRS
application in emergent economies could substantially differ as compared to the developed states.
The process of the IFRS adoption is influenced by the country’s characteristics and
institutional settings. As Turki, Wali & Boujelbene (2017) state, the examination of the impact of
IFRS, taking as sample one country, aims to eliminate any biases associated with the use of
international samples and to avoid the effect of differences in institutional environments before
adopting IFRS.
Efficient markets theory claims that in the case of efficient capital markets, it may be
considered at any time that the price of assets fully reflects all the information available. This happens
in an ideal case, but in reality, it is quite different. There are categories of users of financial
information that have privileged information, which they do not reveal to the rest of the actors on the
financial market, or make it public only when it is in their favour.
The management of the companies may have monopolistic access to the unrevealed
information, at which the market would have reacted if it would have been made public. The
management may choose in this case the moment when to disclose such information, depending on
the benefits they obtain (Emery, 1974). The accounting literature suggests that the figures can be
manipulated by accountants, this fact having an impact on financial statements and on the information
from the capital market. The practices of income smoothing are well- known. Emery (1974) considers
that the majority of the techniques of income smoothing are the result of the management’s ability to
alter/denature the accounting figures reported through accounting standards and applied procedures.
The efficiency of the market has been defined in various ways over the time, the literature does
not offer a standard definition. The definition given by Fama (1970) is the most commonly used in the
academic environment. Thus, the hypothesis of efficient markets defines a market as being efficient
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when the price of the shares reflects all the information available on the market, this meaning that all
the new information is quickly incorporated into the stock price.
Lo (2008) shows that, although numerous studies have been carried out in this field, thousands
of items being published on this subject, it has not yet been reached a consensus on the matter if the
financial markets are efficient. Several researchers, including Campbell et al. (1997), Lo (2008), Lo &
MacKinley (1999) claim that perfect efficiency is an abstract term, in fact, there is no such thing. They
consider that it is more appropriate to speak about relative efficiency. Relative efficiency is the
efficiency of a market measured by comparison with another market. In other words, it is more useful
to determine the degree of efficiency than to test if the market is or is not efficient. In these
circumstances, it is not surprising that, after years of empirical research, we know so little about the
differences between the levels of informational efficiency of markets and about the characteristics
associated with higher levels of informational efficiency.
Our research is a single case study analysis and it is conducted using quantitative and empirical
analysis accordingly to the research methodology. Among the measures that can be used to determine
the informational efficiency of capital markets, we use the delay of the incorporation of information in
prices. The speed of information incorporation is a central topic of the efficiency of the markets, due
to the fact that an efficient market is characterized as one in which stock prices respond
instantaneously to the arrival of new information (Lim & Hooy, 2010). Hou & Moskowitz (2005)
have developed a measure that captures the average delay with which the stock price of a share
responds to the new information available on the market. The authors use regression of weekly stock
returns of companies against the market indexes (local and global). This measure is often encountered
in the studies in this field. Bae et al. (2012) use this measure because they consider that it quantifies
the variation of stock return explained by global /local market index, depending on the case.
Our findings show that the adoption of IFRS in Romania had a negative impact on the
incorporation of new information into the stock price. The stock price delay is greater in the period
after the adoption of IFRS, as compared to the period before this change in the accounting
environment. This fact is intriguing, as we were tempted to assume, based on previous studies, that the
incorporation of information into stock prices increases after the adoption of IFRS. As Romania is an
emergent economy and the studies upon emerging economies are few, we can say that our research
brings important contribution in this field.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 1 offers a view of the current state
of the literature regarding the analysed subject. Section 2 describes the data and the methodology of
research. The results are provided in Section 3 and in the end, we present some concluding remarks
and observations on possible future research.
Literature Review
Economic literature suggests that the adoption of IFRS generally improves the level of
information disclosure, as well as the quality and comparability of financial reporting practices. IFRS
adopters are expected to enjoy the foregoing benefits of this process (Sato & Tekeda, 2017). Many
proponents believe that IFRS reporting is of higher quality than previous local GAAP and that its
adoption improves financial transparency, lowers information asymmetry in capital markets, promotes
cross-border comparability, attracts foreign capital and consequently lowers the cost of capital for
firms in adopting countries (De George). However, some studies argue that the economic benefits of
IFRS adoption depend on the institutional environment of the adopting countries in the way that more
developed countries possess stronger economic and legal environments that enhance the application of
the IFRS. Several researchers have provided evidence that positive effects appear especially in
countries with strongly enforces laws and regulations (Daske et al., 2008; Armstrong et al., 2010;
Landsman et al., 2012).
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The accounting figures reported by any company are one of the most important sources of
information for investors' decisions based on stock prices (Breton & Taffler, 1995). FASB claims that
one of the principal aims of accounting is to inform investors about the matters that can help them in
anticipating future economic events which are relevant for firm valuation. To achieve this objective,
the accounting data should reflect the economic phenomena underlying them. Only then they can
serve to stock prices’ formation and can guide the efficient allocation of capital in the economy
(Novak, 2008).
Ball & Brown (1968) are the first who analyse empirically the relationship between the
accounting results and stock prices. They investigate the usefulness of the accounting data via the
information content and their timeliness, and they reach the conclusion that the efficiency of the
capital market is determined by appropriate sources of data, of which the annual reports of the
companies represent the most important. Thus, financial data and the choice of accounting policies
prove to be important in the process of price formation on the capital market.
Accounting may fail in the presentation of useful information from several causes: it can be
prejudiced, handled or information is not disclosed in good time. Sometimes, because not all the
criteria imposed by the regulatory bodies in the field of accounting are met, it may happen that the
financial data not to capture some important economic aspects. Furthermore, the various categories of
users of accounting information may require a compromise as regards the requirements of various and
sometimes conflicting financial reporting (Holthausen & Watts, 2001). In this case, the recognition of
income and assets tend to be conservative. While the expected future losses must be immediately
recognized in accounting, recognition of future earnings is deferred. This prudence in accounting
practice is essential, representing one of the fundamental principles of accounting, but this affects the
value of the earnings of a firm and its net assets (Novak, 2008).
Brennan (1991) state that there is a long history of the use of accounting data in the
explanation of the relative prices of companies or in estimating the cost of capital in a given industry
by the cross-section regression of prices and of the measures of the results and of the increases
recorded.
One of the accounting requirements is to present information in time. Basu (1997) considers
that the lack of information has more severe effects in the case of earnings, other than that of the
losses. Barth et al. (2001) claim that actuality is not crucial for the usefulness of accounting
information, because if the investors consider that certain aspects are particularly relevant, they will
develop sophisticated techniques to forecast this information. Thus, the information in question shall
be incorporated, wholly or partly, in the stock prices, before the financial reporting will officially
reveal it. At the same time, the management may use techniques of manipulating the results. This may
happen when someone desires to meet specific objectives, increase the stock prices or comply with the
agreements with the creditors, etc. The management of results can be achieved by using opportunistic
practices of adjusting the accounting methods used in determining the accrual or by temporary
changes of the economic policies of the company (Roychowdhury, 2006). The manipulated results of
a company may transmit misleading signals to investors about the financial position and performance
of a company, and thus to produce devastating effects regarding investments.
Empirical research in the field of accounting shows that financial reporting has success in
revealing useful information for the assessment of the value of a company (Novak, 2008). Thus, the
accrual estimation is seen as one of the most important functions of accounting (Dechow, 1994).
Investors use accounting information in their investment decisions. Of course, they pay great attention
also to the non-financial data regarding companies, but the position and financial performance arising
out of the reports submitted by the firms are the basis of the investment decisions.
At the same time, the capital market is based on the reliable financial information. Quality
financial reporting helps the investors in the assessment of the value and performance of companies in
the capital market and in making the investment decisions. The financial scandals in the United States
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of America and Europe (Worldcom, Parmalat) have highlighted the importance of the quality of the
financial reporting, a focus being placed on the quality of the results (Azzali, Fornaciari & Mazza,
2013).
Al-Htaybat (2017) studies the IFRS adoption in the case of Jordan, an emergent country, and
develops an adoption model. The model illustrates the paradox of accounting changes in emerging
economies, in which the actual conditions that pressure IFRS adoption are also the conditions that
prevent full adoption. As Al-Htaybat (2017) considers, emerging economies have unique features such
as uncertainty and external and internal environmental pressures. All of these motivate the emergent
countries toward IFRS adoption as an internationally recognized remedy and a developed high-quality
solution for their accounting problems.
Determining the impact of accounting quality on the informational content of stock prices
captures the way in which stock prices of the traded assets incorporate firm-specific information, in
good time and in an appropriate manner. Efficient allocation of resources depends on the ability of
prices to reflect all the information available at a given moment, in particular, the one specific to the
firm. Yu & Wang (2014) analyze the impact of the accounting standards on stock price
informativeness in 44 countries and find a negative relationship between stock price synchronicity and
the quality of the accounting standards in countries with a common-law system and with better
investor protection. The results are in accordance with the theory supported by Zhang (2013), which is
of the opinion that the improvement of accounting standards will lead to an increase in the welfare in
general, having a positive impact on the entire society. Stock prices synchronicity is used as an inverse
measure of informativeness.
The literature shows us that the accounting standards often influence the quality of the
financial reporting (Barth et al., 2008; Bartov, Goldberg & Kim, 2005). Therefore, we expect that the
adoption of quality accounting standards, such as IFRS, to increase the quality of the firm-specific
accounting information effectively. According to Watts & Zimmerman (1986) and Ball (2001), the
quality of the accounting information depends, among other things, on the reporting incentives
granted to managers and auditors, not only on the adoption of high-quality accounting standards.
The impact of the publication of the accounting results on stock prices is studied by Ariff, Loh
& Chew (1997), which demonstrate that the unexpected changes of the results of companies are
significantly associated with changes in prices on the capital market. They emphasize the idea that
stock prices react to the disclosure of accounting information.
There are studies which estimate the relationship between the magnitude of the changes in the
reported results and the variation in the prices on the capital market (Beaver et al., 1970; Loh &
Walter, 1986; Easton & Harris, 1991; Strong & Walker, 1993). Clubb (1995) concludes that the
modifications of the stock prices in Great Britain are significantly influenced by the accounting results
and the information disclosed on the capital market. However, Campbell et al. (1993) show that the
accounting results affect stock prices and their volatility, in the case of Australia. All these studies
show that unexpected changes in the accounting results produce a significant impact on the prices of
securities listed on the capital market. Therefore, the connection between accounting data and the
capital market is significant, the financial statements are an important source of information for the
agents acting on the financial market.
Stock price delay is often studied in relation to the factors that influence the way information
incorporates into the stock prices and to the speed of stock prices’ adjustment to new information that
appears on the market. For example, Callen et al. (2011) analyze the relationship between the poor
quality of accounting information and the delay of the incorporation of information in stock prices.
They follow and test the model developed by Hou & Moskowitz (2005). The results obtained by
Callen et al. (2011) suggest that the poor quality of financial reporting is expensive, as it is associated
with a more significant delay of the stock price adjustment in response to the new information from
the market and to a higher cost of capital.
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Theory says that in the case of perfect capital markets, without any friction, where the
information is complete and investors are rational, the stock price adjusts instantaneously and
completely to the new information that is revealed. In practice, however, this does not happen,
because no capital market is perfect. Therefore, there are numerous studies (Barry & Brown, 1984;
Merton, 1987; Easley et al.,2002; Hou & Moskowitz, 2005; Lambert et al., 2007) that analyze the
imperfections of information, as its asymmetry and incompleteness.

Lim & Hooy (2010) measure the speed with which the aggregate stock market in 49 countries
responds to global market-wide public information. Their empirical results show that there are wide
variations in the aggregate price delay values over time and across countries. The panel analysis
confirms previous firm-level evidence that market size, trading volume, short sales restrictions and the
degree of investability are significant determinants of price delay even at the country level.
Turki, Wali & Boujelbene (2017) examine the relationship between the mandatory adoption of
IFRS/IAS and the information content of earnings in the case of France. Based on a longitudinal
study, they find evidence that for the two first years of adoption, international standards reduce
significantly the cost of capital and the dispersion of the financial analysts’ forecasts. Furthermore, the
magnitude of this effect increases with increasing the number of years after IFRS adoption. The
findings further show that the effect of IFRS adoption on financial analysts’ errors is not immediate
and that the errors decrease from the third year following the date of the first adoption.
Stock price delay is also studied in relation to the audit quality and state ownership. Chen et al.
(2018) examine the effect of audit quality on stock price delay and whether the effect differs between
two groups of Chinese firms: state-owned enterprises and non-state-owned enterprises. They find that
firms with Big 4 auditors are associated with less stock price delay, this suggesting that high-quality
auditors play an important role in the price formation process. Also, their study emphasizes the
importance of considering the ownership type when conducting audit research.
In conclusion, the delay in the incorporation of information in prices represents an alternative
to R2 of the model for the market and manages to capture the essence of the informational efficiency
of capital markets.
Data and Methodology
Our objective is to determine the stock price delay on the Romanian capital market and to
analyze the way the stock price responds to the new information available on the market. The stock
price delay measures the speed with which local stock prices impound global information available on
the market. According to Bae et al. (2012), in a well-integrated market with little friction, stock prices
are expected to react to global news and information without delay. We include in our sample the
shares of the companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange.
We follow the model proposed by Hou and Moskowitz (2005) and then developed by Bae et
al. (2012). Thus, the variable Delay is determined as follows:
Delay = 1- (R2 restricted- R2 unrestricted) (1)
The larger the value of the delay measure, the more variation in the domestic market index
returns that is explained by lagged world market returns, indicating a greater delay in the response of
the aggregate stock market to the global market-wide news that has common effects across countries
(Lim & Hooy, 2010). Delay is calculated for each company listed on the BSE (Bucharest Stock
Exchange), depending on the availability of financial data.
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The period of analysis is 2005-2014. We choose the time period around the year of adoption
(2012) because we want to capture the impact of IFRS adoption before and immediately after the
adoption date.
Of the total companies listed on the BSE, it has been eliminated those who did not have
sufficient information available for this period. The information required for carrying out this study
consists of the trading prices of the shares of the companies listed on the capital market in Romania.
On the basis of stock prices, we determine stock returns, which are necessary for our analysis.
Following this approach, 28 companies were included in our sample. The data regarding the stock
prices were subtracted from the BSE website and from Thomson Reuters Eikon Database. Moreover,
the sample does not contain companies that activate in the financial sector, such as insurance
companies, credit agencies and banks are excluded. This treatment is justified by the specific
accounting and financial characteristics of these organisms that might bias the results (Urquiza et al.,
2012).
Stock returns are calculated in the following way:
(2)
Where:
Ri,t = stock return of the share of firm i at time t;
Pi,t = stock price of the share of firm i at time t;
Pi, t-1 = stock price of the share of firm i at time t-1
Following the model used by Hou and Moskowitz (2005) and further developed by Bae et al.
(2012), we need the values of the local and global market indexes. Thus, the local index of the capital
market in Romania is the BET index, and as the global index, we use MSCI All-Country World Index
obtained from Morgan Stanley Capital International. Their values are included in our database and
serve to the determination of the R2 of the two equations used to calculate the variable Delay. The
values of the used indexes were extracted from the Thomson Reuters Eikon Database.
The two equations, restricted and unrestricted, are presented below. For these equations, we
determine the value of the R2. The dependent variable Company takes the value of weekly returns
determined for each company from our sample.
Restricted equation:
Company = C(1) + C(2)*BET + C(3)*MSCI

(3)

Unrestricted equation:
Company = C(1) + C(2)*BET + C(3)*BET(-1) + C(4)*BET(-2) + C(5)*BET(-3) + C(6)*MSCI
+ C(7)*MSCI(-1) + C(8)*MSCI(-2) + C(9)*MSCI(-3)
(4)
Regarding the variable Delay, in order to analyze it, we have chosen to divide the time horizon
into the two sub-periods, pre-adoption IFRS in Romania and post-adoption IFRS in Romania, taking
into account that 2012 is the year that brought the most important changes in the accounting sector for
companies listed on the stock exchange. In Romania, starting with 2012, all companies listed on the
capital market must prepare individual financial statements under International Financial Reporting
Standards. The first year of IFRS application is 2012, but the financial statements had to be restated
also for the year 2011, following IFRS.
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Therefore, we have two sub-samples, which values are compared in order to highlight any
differences resulting from the application/non-application of International Financial Reporting
Standards. The periods were divided as it follows:
Period pre-IFRS: 2005-2010
Period post-IFRS: 2011-2014
We study the period around the year of IFRS adoption in order to capture the effect of this
change in the accounting system. We consider that the years 2011-2014 display the immediate effects
of the IFRS adoption and provide evidence regarding the state of the regulations and their overall
capability to encapsulate the changes.

Results and Discussion
We examine the stock price delay in the Romanian market in relation to the IFRS adoption.
The two equations presented before were tested in Eviews 5.0. and the variable of interest, Delay, was
annually quantified for each company. The descriptive statistics for the two sub-periods can be seen in
Table 1. We notice that the average value of variable Delay is higher during the post-IFRS, this being
0,5822, in comparison with the average value during the Pre-IFRS period, 0,4218. The median
follows the same trend, and it is higher for the post-IFRS, 0,5990, in relation to the period of the preIFRS, 0,3556. All these results denote that the variable Delay registers an increase in the period
subsequent to the adoption of the International Financial Reporting Standards in Romania, as
compared to the period before the application of these standards. Thus, we interpret that information is
incorporated into stock prices in a slower manner after the adoption of IFRS.
Also, the higher is the variable Delay, the more is stock return volatility explained by the
global/local indexes of the capital market. These indexes are indicators of a greater delay of the stock
price in response to the new information available on the market. Therefore, in the period following
the IFRS adoption, stock return volatility is better explained by the global/local index of the capital
market (MSCI/BET).
Table 1.
Descriptive statistics of the variable Delay for the two sub-periods of analysis
Variable
Stock Price Delay
Statistics
Pre-IFRS period
Post-IFRS period
Mean
0.4218
0.5822
Median
0.3556
0.5990
Maximum
0.9969
0.9975
Minimum
0.0162
0.0448
Std. Deviation
0.304
0.2886
No. of observations
167
112
Probability
0.0006
0.0127
Source: compiled by authors using Eviews 5.0.
The evolution of the stock price delay in Romania is graphically shown in Figure 1, based on
annual averages of the variable Delay. We notice that the trend of the stock price delay is ascending,
which means that the stock price responds with a greater delay to the newly available information
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from the market, during the period of 2005-2014. This finding suggests that after IFRS adoption in
Romania stock prices react to global news and information in a slower manner.

Figure no. 1 Stock Price Delay evolution in Romania
Source: compiled by authors
The results imply a decrease in the speed with which global news is impounded into stock
prices and this may be explained by the level of development of the Romanian stock market, which is
an emergent economy. The rules and regulations are in the process of harmonization and convergence
with the international laws and practices. Moreover, the Romanian stock market is not efficient in the
weak form, nor in other forms (semi-strong or strong), so we cannot state that the stock prices
immediately incorporate all the information that is revealed to the market. The implications are
various and this determines us to analyze the results in the whole context. Even though the results of
our study show that the IFRS produce no positive impact upon the process of price’s formation in
Romania, the results are also influenced by external factors, others than the simple adoption of IFRS
(market development, the legal system, accounting professionals' knowledge). All of these should be
taken into consideration when explaining the outcomes. Our results can be corroborated with the
findings of Callen et al. (2011) who discover that poor accounting quality is associated with delayed
price adjustment to information. As we find no improvement in the stock price delay after the IFRS
adoption, we may assume that the IFRS were not entirely absorbed in the years after the adoption or
the legal and market environment were not completely prepared for this change. The Romanian stock
market is not efficient in weak form, fact that was previously demonstrated, so the obtained results
might have been affected by this aspect, as the stock market does not fully and rapidly incorporate all
the newly available information.
Conclusions
The results of this study reveal an exciting situation regarding stock price delay in the case of
Romania. Although we would have expected that the variable Delay to record a decrease in the period
after the adoption of IFRS, things happen in exactly the opposite way. To sum up, we can affirm that
the adoption of IFRS had not a positive impact on the incorporation of new information into the stock
price. Indeed, Romania is an emergent economy and cannot be compared with the developed countries
that were intensively studied in the literature and where the adoption of IFRS generally has been
proven to determine the increase in the speed of the stock prices’ reaction to the new information
available on the market.
In other words, the adoption of IFRS in Romania makes things difficult from the point of view
of the incorporation of information in stock prices. The prices respond with a greater delay to the
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changes from the capital market, as compared with their reaction prior to the adoption of IFRS. If we
were to ask ourselves why this happens, one of the possible answers would consist in the fact that the
new rules could be blurred for their users or could be sometimes difficult to understand.
However, the results of our study might be of great interest to the policy standard setters as
these organizations can define and learn from the policies adopted or applied. Our results provide
evidence relevant to the continue debate about the advantages and disadvantages of international
accounting harmonization. We agree with Turki, Wali & Boujelbene (2017), who state that even if the
adoption of IFRS is mandatory since 2005 for all listed European companies, the impact of these
standards may be dependent on the specific institutional factors in each country. This study can be
enriched by the inclusion of several European emergent countries to clearly identify the impact of
institutional environments.
The originality of this study consists in analyzing the impact of mandatory IFRS adoption on
the stock price delay by dividing the analyzed period into two sub-periods, in order to catch up the
effect of the change in the accounting system produced by the IFRS adoption.
One limit of our research is the reduced sample, as our study is concentrated on only one
country. Anyway, this fact does not influence the importance of the results. As we have stated in the
introduction, our paper represents a single case study analysis concentrated upon Romania. However,
the research can be replicated on any other country. It would be interesting to study other emergent
countries and to compare the results, considering the particular facts of each economy.
Another limit of research lies in the time horizon, which is small. In the future, a direction of
research may be represented by widening this time horizon, especially the one after IFRS adoption, in
order to see if the results do maintain, the trend of the variable Delay being ascendant. Typically, we
would be tempted to believe that things change, probably influenced in the years immediately after the
adoption of the IFRS by some blurriness in their application and resistance to change.
The results must be corroborated with other results of similar studies carried out on other
capital markets. It is possible that the stock market of Romania to be an atypical one, due to the fact
that this is not an informationally efficient market. The weak form of informational efficiency in
Romania was previously tested (Todea, 2002; Dragota & Mitrica, 2004; Stanculescu & Mitrica, 2012;
Dima & Milos, 2006), the results showing that the weak form of informational efficiency does not
characterize the Romanian capital market. By default, for this reason, the other two forms of
efficiency are excluded.
Therefore, it is possible that this lack of informational efficiency to affect the results of our
study. In the future, we want to replicate the study on other similar markets from Central and Eastern
Europe, in order to be able to compare the impact of IFRS adoption upon the incorporation of
information into stock prices. We want to see if indeed a link can be established between the adoption
of International Financial Reporting Standards and stock price delay and, moreover, to establish the
nature of this connection.
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